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ART ll
Art II minimalism visually softens rigid edges and geometrical shapes and does not downplay the importance
of clean lines and functional design.

Minimalism evolution
This collection is notable for absolute functionality and
conservatism, distinct and plain geometrical shapes.
Extraordinary structural pieces bring singularity and
freshness to bathroom interior and make it inimitable
and unique.
Open shelves of the wall-hung cabinet provide
comfortable storage of your bathroom necessities

while keeping aesthetics of the product. Harmoniously
combined faucets for a bath, bidet and basin provide
stylistic finish of the whole bathroom, creating overall
and integral interior design.
You will achieve your dreams with state-of-the-art
model of asymmetric acrylic bath. Natural materials
combined with excellent acryl whiteness provide
perfect interior decoration as to the quality, reliability
and maintaining of the original appearance for many
years of operation.
One more advantage of this collection is a
combination of the wall-hung toilet and bidet.
Moderate angularity is a dream of any aesthete who
appreciates pure, regular and tremendous shape.
The products are made from ecologically clean highdensity sanitary porcelain and protected against
physical impact and chemical effect, unpleasant odor
and contamination.
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The furniture harmonizes with other elements of ART II
collection and makes the design style of your bath
outstanding and inimitable.
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ACRYLIC BATH
Combines antique philosophy with modern lines and advanced technologies

SUPPLY

Proportional shapes and minimalistic decoration provide additional space and style
variations of other elements which will perfectly fit together in any interior.
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Vendor code

: 12020010

Size

: 1700 x 1100 x 590 mm

Warranty

: 20 years

Suitable for

: mixer 12020070

Standard supply package includes: bath; mounting frame; chromed overflow protection
device, drain kit and water trap to connect. Left-side and right-side versions are
provided.
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WALL-HUNG TOILET
The toilet design is based on well-rounded shape, bold lines and regular-shaped angles creating the
atmosphere of pure harmony in a bathroom

SUPPLY

This wall-hung toilet with both simple and unique shape is distinguished by material
aesthetics combined with application of advanced technologies. Minimalistic design in the
spirit of the basic concept of the given collection provides extra functionality and supreme
comfort while using the toilet.
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Vendor code

: 12020020

Size

: 575 х 375 х 435 mm

Warranty

: 10 years

Suitable for

: toilet seat 12020130; bidet 12020030; mounting
system 12020100

Standard supply package includes: toilet bowl; quick-detachable duroplastic seat with
soft-close cover and chromed metal hinges; LAVINIA BOHO CeramicClean self-cleaning
ceramic coating.
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WALL-HUNG CABINET
Furniture and accessories of Art II collection combine straight lines with rounded angles creating modern and
unique aesthetics

SUPPLY

This model is distinguished by minimalism in decoration – in reality, nothing shall draw
attention away from the shape and material. Functionality is the main feature of the wallhung cabinet – cabinet shelves and sections are really spacious. It doesn’t look massive
due to the balance of color palette.
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Vendor code

: 12020040

Size

: 1900 х 580 х 650 mm

Warranty

: 5 years

Suitable for

: basin 12020050; mirror 12020060

Standard supply package includes: wall-hung cabinet; set of chromed metal fittings;
fixing set to mount the cabinet on the wall.
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BASIN
A new basin with a long service life

SUPPLY

Unusual shape of the basin reminds that we live in the world of high technologies. Its
elegant and bizarre form seems to be specially designed for a bath in a high-tech style.
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Vendor code

: 12020050

Size

: 650 х 430 х 150 mm

Warranty

: 10 years

Suitable for

: cabinet 12020040; mixer 12020080

Standard supply package includes: basin; fixing set for built-in or general mounting;
LAVINIA BOHO CeramicClean self-cleaning ceramic coating.
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BATH FAUCET
Prize-winning design and the most advanced industry technologies

SUPPLY

For those who highly appreciate laconism. The faucet is imbued with incredible
aesthetics of functional minimalism. Considering that the faucet inner part is entirely
mounted inside the wall, there is only control panel and spout outside what provides the
space load release.
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Vendor code

: 12020070

Warranty

: 10 years

Suitable for

: bath 12020010

Standard supply package includes: concealed built-in system; faucet spout; connection
kit; fixing set.
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OUR CREDO
Uniqueness and variety delight the eye

G
Thomas Werner

Fabio Zanetti

Catherine Hofmann

Michael Keisset

Design & Innovations
Our designers seek inspiration in nature, art, traveling and embody their
innovative ideas in bathroom collections where perfection of shape and
functionality has always been and remains as the standard of LAVINIA BOHO
design. It is significant for us to come up with brand new ideas and keep up with
the times, still preserving our best traditions and identity.

Since the first day of foundation LAVINIA BOHO industrial group has laid special
emphasis on innovative solutions and has regularly invested in unique
technologies to develop our products exceeding all Customers’ expectations. Due
to invaluable vast experience of product development, we implement trend-perfect
and unique technologies in products for bathroom toilet.
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